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Heralded entanglement between distant quantum memories is the key resource for quantum networks. Based10

on quantum repeater protocols, these networks will facilitate efficient large-scale quantum communication and11

distributed quantum computing. However, despite vast efforts, long-distance fibre based network links have12

not been realized yet. Here we present results demonstrating heralded entanglement between two independent,13

remote single-atom quantum memories generated over fibre links with a total length up to 33 km. To overcome14

the attenuation losses in the long optical fibres of photons initially emitted by the Rubidium quantum memories,15

we employ polarization-preserving quantum frequency conversion to the low loss telecom band. The presented16

work represents a milestone towards the realization of efficient quantum network links.17

Sharing entanglement between distant quantum systems18

is a crucial ingredient for the realization of quantum19

networks1,2. Photons are the tool of choice to mediate20

entanglement distribution, typically either via controlled21

light-matter interaction with local memories3,4, or, as it22

also will be used here, via entanglement swapping from23

two pairs of entangled photon-memory states5–8. Inno-24

vative applications of such networks include distributed25

quantum computing9 and device-independent quantum26

key distribution10. Since attenuation losses in the distri-27

bution process are inevitable, quantum repeaters will be28

essential to efficiently distribute entanglement via inter-29

mediate nodes.30

To minimize absorption along the quantum channel31

and thus to maximize the distance between neighbour-32

ing nodes in quantum networks employing the readily33

available fibre infrastructure, it is necessary to convert34

light to telecom wavelengths11–15. Light-matter entan-35

glement distributed at the low loss telecom band has re-36

cently been demonstrated for various types of quantum37

memories, including NV-centres, ions, atoms, and atomic38

ensembles16–19, even over tens of kilometres of fibre20,21.39

This was mainly enabled by novel quantum frequency40

converters16,17, which, while preserving the photonic po-41

larization, have reached external device conversion effi-42

ciencies as high as 57%21.43

For future quantum communication and repeater sce-44

narios, it is vital that the nodes are independent and45

distant, employ long-lived quantum memories, and, at46

the same time, provide the availability of heralded entan-47

glement, i.e., there is a well defined signal available that48

the entanglement distribution succeeded. So far, this has49
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been limited to fibre lengths up to 1.7 km22,23. Recently,50

great progress was made by demonstrating telecom-51

heralded entanglement between atomic ensembles24 and52

multimode solid-state quantum memories25, however,53

having limited memory storage times and not employ-54

ing independent nodes.55

Here we report on the distribution of entanglement56

between two remote quantum nodes—87Rb atoms57

trapped and manipulated independently at locations 40058

m apart—generated over fibre links with a length of up59

to 33 km. The scheme begins with entangling the spin60

state of an atom with the polarization state of a photon61

in each node. Subsequently, the photons emitted by the62

atoms at 780 nm are converted to telecom wavelength63

and transferred over several kilometres of fibre to a mid-64

dle station, where a Bell-state measurement is performed65

to swap the entanglement to the atoms. We analyse the66

heralded entanglement between the atoms for different67

fibre link lengths using correlation measurements of the68

atom-atom state along three bases. The atoms are anal-69

ysed after a delay allowing for two-way communication70

to the middle station over the full fibre link length to re-71

alistically evaluate the performance for long fibre lengths.72

73

QUANTUM NETWORK LINK WITH TELECOM85

INTERFACES86

Our experiment consists of two similar, independent87

nodes and a middle station, which all are located in dif-88

ferent laboratories, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The shortest89

possible fibre connection from Node 1 (Node 2) to the90

middle station equals 50 m (750 m), longer fibre links91

are realized by inserting additional fibres on spools. The92

fibre length to the middle station is denoted as L1 (L2),93

with the total link length L = L1 + L2. In both nodes,94

a single, optically trapped 87Rb atom acts as a quan-95

tum memory26, where a qubit is encoded in the Zeeman-96
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. In each node, located in buildings 400 m apart, a single 87Rb atom is loaded
in an optical dipole trap. Both atoms are synchronously excited to the state 52P3/2|F

′ = 0,mF = 0〉 to generate atom-photon
entanglement in the subsequent spontaneous decay. The single photons emitted at a wavelength of 780 nm are collected using
high-NA objectives and coupled into single mode fibres leading to the QFC devices. There, they are converted to telecom
wavelength (λ = 1517 nm) via difference frequency generation (DFG) in a PPLN waveguide located in a Sagnac interferometer
type setup. This particular configuration fully maintains the polarization quantum state of the photon. The converted photons
are guided to a middle station via fibre links with lengths up to 16.5 km, where the entanglement is swapped to the atoms via a
Bell state measurement (BSM). After successfully generating atom-atom entanglement, the atoms are analysed independently
by a read-out pulse of which the polarization, set by a half-wave plate (HWP) and quarter-wave plate (QWP), defines the
measurement setting.
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substates of the 52S1/2 |F = 1,mF = ±1〉 ground state,97

with mF = +1 and mF = −1 further denoted as |↑〉z98

and |↓〉z, respectively.99

The experimental sequence starts by generating atom-100

photon entanglement in each node27. For this pur-101

pose, the atoms are prepared in the initial state102

52S1/2 |F = 1,mF = 0〉 via optical pumping and excited103

to the state 52P3/2 |F ′ = 0,mF = 0〉. During the spon-104

taneous decay back to the ground state the atomic spin105

state becomes entangled with the polarization of the re-106

spective emitted photon at 780 nm due to the conserva-107

tion of angular momentum. This results in the entangled108

atom-photon state |Ψ〉AP = 1/
√
2(|↓〉z |L〉 + |↑〉z |R〉) =109

1/
√
2(|↓〉x |V 〉+ |↑〉x |H〉), where |L〉 and |R〉 denote left-110

and right-circular photonic polarization states, |H〉 and111

|V 〉 denote horizontal and vertical linear polarizations.112

A custom made high-NA objective is used to collect the113

atomic fluorescence into single-mode fibres.114

Photons with a wavelength of 780 nm now would suf-115

fer an attenuation by a factor of 10 after propagation116

through 2.5 km fibre. To overcome such high attenu-117

ation loss, we employ polarization-perserving quantum118

frequency conversion (QFC) to transform the wavelength119

of the photons to the telecom S band, where one ex-120

pects attenuation by a factor of 10 only after about 50121

km transmission. The QFC is realized by mixing the122

photons with a strong pump field at 1607 nm inside a123

nonlinear waveguide crystal, converting the wavelength124

to 1517 nm via difference frequency generation. Various125

spectral filtering stages, including a narrow band filter126

cavity (27 MHz FWHM), separate the single photons127

from the strong pump field and the anti-stokes Raman128

background originating from this field. In the shortest fi-129

bre configuration this results in a background of approx-130

imately 160 and 170 cps registered at the middle station131

for light from Node 1 and 2, respectively. Both converters132

achieve an external device efficiency of 57%. The pump133

light is conveniently distributed to the nodes using the134

telecom fibre network and hence ensures indistinguish-135

able frequencies of the single photons after conversion.136

For more details about the QFC system and an analysis137

of the atom-photon entanglement distribution at telecom138

wavelength see Ref.21 and Methods.139

After frequency conversion, the photons are guided140

to the middle station with fibres of different lengths141

where a Bell-state measurement (BSM) swaps the en-142

tanglement to the atoms6,23. The fidelity of the BSM,143

and hence of the entanglement swapping protocol, is de-144

termined by the photons temporal, spectral, and spa-145

tial indistinguishability28. This is optimized by different146

means, first, the photons impinge on a balanced, single-147

mode fibre beam splitter to guarantee a perfect spatial148

overlap. Second, the entanglement generation process in149

the nodes is synchronized to < 300 ps, which is much150

smaller than the coherence time of the photons deter-151

mined by the lifetime of the excited state of 26.2 ns. And152

third, polarization drifts in the long fibres are compen-153

sated using an automated polarization control29. The154

photons are detected with four superconducting nanowire155

single-photon detectors (SNSPD), which all have an effi-156

ciency of > 85% and a darkcount rate of < 65 cps.157

The employed BSM setup analyses the photons in the168

H/V basis and hence heralds the following two Bell states169

|Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|↑〉x |↓〉x ± |↓〉x |↑〉x). (1)

Two-photon coincidences are triggered within a hard-170

wired 208 ns long window which sends this heralding171
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FIG. 2. Characterization of the atom-atom entanglement for a fibre length of L = 6 km. a, Detection time histogram
of the photons originating from Node 1 and 2 relative to the time of excitation in Node 1. For the indicated acceptance window,
we observe a SBR of 58 and 65 for Node 1 and 2, respectively. The temporal overlap of the two photons is > 0.98. b, Two-
photon interference based on the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect. Shown is the normalized number of wrong coincidences for various
time differences between the two photon wave-packets (∆τ). c, Atom-atom state correlations for the |Ψ−〉 (top) and |Ψ+〉
(bottom) states. The correlation probability of the measurement outcome in the nodes is shown in blue, while the anti-
correlation probabilities are marked in red. The data are fitted with sinusoidal functions resulting in an estimated fidelity for
|Ψ−〉 and |Ψ+〉 relative to a maximally entangled state of 0.826(18) and 0.806(20), respectively. The errorbars in all figures
indicate statistical errors of one standard deviation.
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signal back to the nodes. The signal is delayed electron-172

ically by t ≥ ℓ/ 2
3
c to simulate the signalling time back173

to the nodes, where 2
3
c approximates the speed of light174

in an optical fibre and ℓ equals L1 or L2 for Node 1 or175

2, respectively. Although lowering the observed final fi-176

delity, this delay is essential to study the performance of177

the quantum network link in a realistic scenario.178

The quantum state of the atomic memories is fi-179

nally analysed with a state-selective ionization scheme,180

whereby the state selectivity is controlled by the polar-181

ization of a readout laser pulse21. Both memories have182

a coherence time T2 of approximately 330 µs, which is183

achieved by active stabilization of magnetic fields (<0.5184

mG) and applying a bias field of tens of milligauss along185

the y axis. Currently, the coherence time is limited by186

magnetic field fluctuations along the bias field direction187

and a position-dependent dephasing originating from lon-188

gitudinal field components of the strongly focussed dipole189

trap. For more details and a simulation of the limiting190

decoherence mechanisms see Methods.191

ENTANGLEMENT DISTRIBUTION AT192

TELECOM WAVELENGTH193

The evaluation of the entanglement distribution over long194

fibre links is detailed first exemplarily for a fibre con-195

figuration of L = 6 km. The entanglement generation196

rate is determined by three factors: the probability of197

generating an entangled state between the atoms after a198

synchronized excitation attempt, which is predominantly199

reduced by the photon collection efficiency in the nodes200

and amounts to 3.66 · 10−6; the repetition rate of 30.8201

kHz, which is mainly limited by the communication time202

between the nodes; and the duty cycle of approximately203

1/2 which includes the fraction of time that an atom is204

present in both traps. This leads to an event rate of205

1/19 s−1 resulting in N = 10 290 entanglement genera-206

tion events within 54 hours.207

Facing Raman background from two QFC devices208

in addition to detector dark counts, a 70 ns photon209

acceptance window is applied during the data post-210

processing, as shown in Fig. 2a. This results in a signal-211

to-background ratio (SBR) of 58 (65) for detecting a sin-212

gle photon from Node 1 (Node 2), which is significantly213

higher than in a previously reported work (Ref.21) thanks214

to a more favourable pump-signal frequency combination215

with respect to the Raman background. For the coinci-216

dence detections this leads to a SBR of 48 while accepting217

approximately 65% of the recorded events.218

The quality of the two-photon interference of the con-219

verted photons is quantified by the relative occurrence220

of wrong detector coincidences6. These coincidences,221

i.e., (V1,V2) and (H1,H2), should not occur for perfectly222

interfering, fully-unpolarized photons. For temporally223

well overlapping photons (∆τ = 0), but without back-224

ground correction, this results in an interference contrast225

of 0.955(7) (Fig. 2b). Here, double-excitation events in226

the nodes reduce the indistinguishability of the detected227

photons by changing the temporal shape. By rejecting228
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early detection events, this effect is reduced at the cost229

of a lower event rate. For more details see Methods.230

To evaluate the atom-atom entanglement we measured231

the atomic spin states in the two linear bases, X and Y .232

For this, the polarization analysis angle in Node 2 was233

set to β = 0◦ = X and β = 45◦ = Y , while the analy-234

sis angle in Node 1 was varied over 90◦ in steps of 22.5◦235

starting from α = 0◦ = X and α = 45◦ = Y , respec-236

tively. The atom in Node 1 (Node 2) was analysed at237

t1 = 28.5 µs (t2 = 35.5 µs) after the respective excita-238

tion pulse. The resulting atomic state correlation proba-239

bilities Pcorr = (Nα,β
↑↑ +Nα,β

↓↓ )/Nα,β and anti-correlation240

probabilities Pacorr = (Nα,β
↑↓ + Nα,β

↓↑ )/Nα,β are shown241

in Fig. 2c. The data are fitted with sinusoidal curves242

giving average visibilities of V̄ = 0.804(20) for |Ψ−〉 and243

V̄ = 0.784(23) for |Ψ+〉. To estimate the state fidelity we244

need to consider that the third ground state (52S1/2|F =245

1,mF = 0〉) can be populated, hence operating effectively246

in a 3 × 3 state space. Therefore, a lower bound on the247

fidelity is given by F ≥ 1
9
+ 8

9
V̄ = 0.826(18) for |Ψ−〉248

and 0.806(20) for |Ψ+〉, relative to a maximally entan-249

gled state. Furthermore, the chosen analysis angles allow250

to evaluate the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) S251

value30 for the settings α = 22.5◦, β = 0◦; α′ = 67.5◦,252

β = 0◦; α′ = 67.5◦, β = 45◦; and α′′ = 112.5◦, β′ = 45◦,253

whereby α′′ replaces α = 22.5◦. This results in an ob-254

served value of S = 2.244(63), violating the limit of 2255

with 3.9σ.256

ENTANGLEMENT DISTRIBUTION OVER UP257

TO 33 KM FIBRE258

To determine the effect of long fibre links, we performed259

a series of measurements generating and observing atom-260

atom entanglement in fibre configurations with a length261

L of 6, 11, 23, and 33 km. For longer links, the event262

rate reduces due to both the signal attenuation of 0.22263

dB/km and the longer communication times. At 33 km,264

this results in a repetition rate of 9.7 kHz, a success prob-265

ability of 1.22 · 10−6, and an event rate of 1/208 s−1. In266

these measurements, the entanglement fidelity relative267

to maximally entangled states was analysed by measure-268

ments along three bases (X, Y, and Z). Fig. 3 shows the269

probability of correlated measurement outcomes in the270

nodes for each measurement setting combination and fi-271

bre configuration.272

The fidelity of the observed states is estimated by first287

determining the contrast in the three measurement bases288

independently. This is done by taking the absolute differ-289

ence of the two measured correlation probabilities, Ek =290

|Pk,k − P−k,k| for k ∈ {X,Y, Z}, from which the average291

contrast is computed as Ē = (EX +EY +EZ)/3. When292

averaging over the observed states |Ψ±〉—which show293

within our measurement precision similar visibilities—294

and again assuming the 3× 3 state space, this results in295

a lower bound on the fidelities F = 0.830(10), 0.799(11),296

0.719(12), and 0.622(15) relative to maximally entangled297
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FIG. 3. Observation of heralded atom-atom entan-

glement generated over long fibre links. Correlations
between the measurement results when analysing the gener-
ated atom-atom Bell states for various link lengths. For each
link, the states were analysed in 3 conjugate bases (Node 1,
Node 2), whereby the correlation probability of the measure-
ment result in the nodes equals Pcorr = (N↑↑ +N↓↓)/(N↑↑ +
N↑↓ + N↓↑ + N↓↓). For the different fibre lengths (short to
long) 4281, 4271, 4153, and 3022 entanglement events were
recorded within a measurement time of 11, 65, 97, and 175
hours. Of these events, 62-72% was within the two-photon
coincidence acceptance window, resulting in N = 185 to 225
events per data-point.
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states for L equals 6, 11, 23, and 33 km, respectively.298

The estimated fidelity for the 6 km fibre configuration299

is in good agreement with the fidelity estimated from300

the fringe measurements in two bases presented before.301

Moreover, all observed fidelities clearly exceed the bound302

of 0.5 and hence witness an entangled state.303

The observed fidelities are shown in dependence of the315

fibre link length in Fig. 4, where also the measured atom-316

photon entanglement fidelities for states shared between317

the nodes and the middle station are shown for com-318

pleteness. The atom-atom state fidelity for different fi-319

bre lengths F(L) is modelled based on simulations of the320

generation and evolution of the two atom-photon states,321

which are shown with solid lines. We estimate the visi-322

bility of the atom-atom state by the product of the two323

atom-photon visibilities and the interference contrast of324

the BSM31. Evidently, decoherence of the atomic states325

dominates the loss in fidelity for longer fibre links. For326

L = 33 km, the states were analysed 171 µs and 178 µs327

after excitation in Node 1 and 2, respectively, which ap-328

proaches the coherence time of the states. In contrast,329

the SBR is robust to an increase in fibre length since330

both the single photons as well as the QFC background331

are attenuated in the long links. A minor reduction in332

SBR (42 for L = 33 km) is explained by relatively more333

detector dark counts and can be solved by installing de-334
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FIG. 4. Observed entanglement fidelity for various link

lengths. Overview of the observed atom-atom fidelities for
different fibre configurations (blue). For completeness, the ob-
served atom-photon fidelities of the states between the nodes
and the middle station (red), with L = 2 · Li, are given (see
Methods). The solid lines are simulations based on a model
taking into account the decoherence of the atomic memories,
see Methods. The gray points are reference measurements
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tectors with lower dark counts. Also, polarization drifts335

are comparably well compensated in all link configura-336

tions, see Methods.337

To verify that the memory decoherence limits the loss338

in fidelity for long fibre links, we performed a series of339

measurements without additional fibres inserted, how-340

ever, with the memory readout times electronically de-341

layed according to the long fibre links. The observed342

fidelities are shown in gray in Fig. 4 at L = 2
3
c(t1+ t2)/2343

(matching the two-way communication time to the mid-344

dle station for distance L) and show, within the mea-345

surement accuracy, no difference in observed fidelity com-346

pared to the configuration with long fibres.347

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK348

The results clearly indicate the feasibility of turning to349

large-scale quantum networks by facilitating an increase350

in line-of-sight separation of the nodes to tens of kilo-351

metres. Possible improvements include increasing the352

coherence time of the atomic states by implementing a353

new trap geometry to mitigate the position-dependent354

dephasing in combination with a state-transfer to a qubit355

encoding less sensitive to magnetic fields32. This will al-356

low to generate entanglement of quantum memories on a357

suburban scale with a high fidelity.358

To conclude, employing efficient telecom interfaces in359

our nodes enabled the generation of heralded entangle-360

ment between two atomic quantum memories over fibre361

links with a length up to 33 km. The analysis of the362

results clearly shows that improvements on the memory363

coherence time are mandatory but will allow to entangle364

two atomic quantum memories with a fidelity better365

than 80% over fibre lengths up to 100 km, thereby366

paving the way towards long-distance entanglement367

distribution for future quantum repeater networks.368
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METHODS524

Atom-photon entanglement distribution at tele-525

com wavelength526

The polarization-preserving quantum frequency conver-527

sion (QFC) devices used in this work are described in de-528

tail in references21 and33. In contrast to previous work,529

here a more favourable pump–signal frequency combina-530

tion is selected with respect to the Raman background:531

1607 nm–1517 nm instead of 1600 nm–1522 nm. This532

increases the signal-to-background ratio (SBR) by a fac-533

tor of 4 and allows to install a QFC device in Node534

2—effectively doubling the background—while not being535

limited by the SBR.536

Since the quality of the entanglement shared between537

the two nodes directly depends on the fidelity of the538

two entangled atom-photon pairs, we individually charac-539

terize the atom-photon entanglement generated in both540

nodes. The generated states are analysed using the same541

fibre configurations and atomic readout times as during542

the atom-atom entanglement measurements presented in543

the main text. For an overview see Table I. Note that544

an high fidelity atomic state readout can only be made545

after a full oscillation period of the atom in the dipole546

trap, which equals 14.3 µs and 17.8 µs for Node 1 and 2,547

respectively.548

TABLE I. Long fibre configurations and corresponding

atomic readout times. The fibre link lengths and corre-
sponding atomic readout times for the experiments presented
in the main text and the atom-photon characterization mea-
surements. L1 (L2) equals the fibre length between Node 1
(Node 2) and the middle station. A1 (A2) gives the attenu-
ation in the fibre network between the node and the middle
station, this includes inefficiencies of fibre-to-fibre connectors.

549

550

551

552

553

554

555

556

L (km) L1 (km) L2 (km) A1 (dB) A2 (dB) t1 (µs) t2 (µs)

6 2.6 3.3 -0.7 -0.8 28.5 35.5

11 5.4 5.5 -1.5 -1.3 57.1 71.0

23 11.3 11.4 -3.3 -2.8 114.2 124.3

33 16.5 16.6 -4.5 -4.1 171.2 177.5
557

558

The atom-photon entanglement fidelity is analysed fol-569

lowing the methods in Ref.21, whereby the atomic read-570

out time is now delayed to allow for two-way communi-571

cation to the middle station for each node over the re-572

spective fibre length. The polarization of the photons573

are measured in two bases, H/V (horizontal/vertical)574

and D/A (diagonal/anti-diagonal), i.e., X and Y, while575

the atomic analysis angle was rotated over angles includ-576

ing these bases. The atom-photon state correlations are577

shown for Node 1 in Fig. 5 and for Node 2 in Fig. 6.578

For the fibre configuration L = 6 km, i.e., L1 = 2.6 km579

and L2 = 3.3 km, we find atom-photon state fidelities of580

0.941(5) for Node 1 and 0.911(6) for Node 2, relative to a581

maximally entangled state, which are mainly limited by582

the atomic state readout and entanglement generation583

fidelity. For longer fibre lengths the entangled state584
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FIG. 5. Atom-photon entanglement distribution for

Node 1. The measurements include an atomic readout delay
to allow for two-way communication with the middle station.
The error bars indicate statistical errors of one standard de-
viation.

560

561

562

563

564

decoherence due to magnetic field fluctuations along the585

guiding field and the position-dependent dephasing.586

587

Modelling of the quantum memory decoherence588

In both nodes, a single 87Rb atom is stored in an opti-589

cal dipole trap, where a qubit is encoded into the states590

52S1/2 |F = 1,mF = ±1〉. The dipole trap is operated at591

λODT = 850 nm with typical trap parameters of, e.g.,592

for Node 1, a trap depth U0 = 2.32 mK and beam waist593

ω0 = 2.05µm. The qubit evolves effectively in a spin-1594

system since the state 52S1/2 |F = 1,mF = 0〉 could also595

be populated. The state fidelity is influenced by two fac-596

tors: the first one is the AC-stark shift originating from597

the dipole trap and, secondly, the Zeeman effect arising598

from magnetic fields.599

To model the dephasing of the quantum memories, we600

simulate the evolution of this spin-1 system while the601

atom is oscillating in the dipole trap, affected by longi-602
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FIG. 6. Atom-photon entanglement distribution for

Node 2. The measurements include an atomic readout delay
to allow for two-way communication with the middle station.

566

567

568

tudinal polarization components and external magnetic603

fields34. For this, first, we randomly draw a starting po-604

sition and velocity of an atom from a 3D harmonic os-605

cillator distribution in thermal equilibrium. Second, the606

motion of the atom is simulated in a realistic Gaussian607

potential resulting in an atomic trajectory for which the608

evolution of the atomic state is calculated based on the609

local optically induced and external magnetic fields. Fi-610

nally, this is repeated for a large number of trajectories,611

whereby the averaged projection for all trajectories yields612

the simulation result.613

The model takes the following independently measured621

inputs: (1) the trap geometry specified by the beam622

waist ω0, which is obtained from knife-edge measure-623

ments of the dipole trap beam focus in two dimensions35;624

(2) the trap depth U0, determined via measurements of625

the transverse trap frequency using parametric heating36626

and the atomic state rephasing period34; and (3) the627

atomic temperature T , modelled as a Boltzmann distri-628

bution which is measured via the release and recapture629

technique37. Inputs 1 and 2 define the position, ampli-630

tude, and phase of the longitudinal polarization compo-631

nents, while inputs 1-3 characterize the atomic trajecto-632

ries. Furthermore, we include a uniform magnetic field633

along three directions with additional shot-to-shot noise634

following Gaussian distributions.635

Fig. 7 shows simulation results and measurement data636

of the state evolution in Node 1 for varying state readout637

orientation and time. The model accurately predicts638

the evolution of the measured atomic states and shows639

that the memory storage time is limited by magnetic640

field fluctuations on the order of < 0.5 mG along the641

bias field direction in addition to the position-dependent642

dephasing due to the longitudinal field components of643

the strongly focussed dipole trap. The simulation results644

presented in the main text consider the envelope of the645

found oscillating state evolution in three bases.646

647

Experimental sequence648

The entanglement generation sequence is visualised in649

Fig.8. The sequence starts by trapping an atom in both650

nodes. For this, a single atom is loaded from a magneto-651

optical trap (MOT) into a tightly focussed dipole trap,652

which takes less than 1 second. Every entanglement gen-653

eration try consist of 3 µs optical pumping (80% effi-654

ciency) and an excitation pulse (Gaussian laser pulse655

with a FWHM of 21 ns) to generate atom-photon en-656

tanglement in the following decay. Subsequent to each657

try, a waiting time is implemented to cover the propa-658

gation time of the photons in the long fibres. After 40659

unsuccessful tries the atoms are cooled for 350 µs using660

polarization gradient cooling (PGC). The lifetime of the661

atoms in the trap during the entanglement generation662

process is approximately 5 seconds.663

To verify if both traps still store a single atom, the673

entanglement generation process is interrupted after674

200 ms to check the presence of the atoms. For this,675

a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fibre-optic676

switch is implemented in each node at the SM-fibre677

originating from the atom trap. The switches guide the678

atomic fluorescence either to the QFC devices during679

the entanglement generation tries or to an avalanche680

photodiode (APD) located at each node during 40 ms681

of fluorescence collection. Note that the SNSPDs of the682

BSM cannot be used for this purpose since they are683

behind narrowband spectral filters.684

685

Polarization control of long fibres686

Polarization drifts in the long fibres are compensated for687

using an automated polarization control based on the688

method presented in Ref.29. The polarization control is689

performed every 7 minutes, takes approximately 20 sec-690

onds, and is based on a gradient decent optimization al-691

gorithm. In this way, polarization errors are kept below692

1% during all measurements.693

The fibre polarization is optimized using classical694

laser light at the single photon frequency whereby the695

polarization is alternated between vertical and diagonal696

linear polarizations at 10 Hz. The light is overlapped697

with the complete single photon path up to the detectors698

originating from Node 1 and Node 2. In both output699

arms of the BS a flip-mirror can reflect the classical light700

into a polarimeter during the optimization. Three fibre701

polarization controllers (PC) are connected to the fibre702

BS of the BSM: at both input ports and at one output703
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FIG. 7. Atomic state evolution in two bases. Atom-photon entanglement simulations (solid lines) and measurements
(points) of Node 1 with photon detection at 780 nm using a 5 m long fibre. The atomic state readout orientation and time is
varied to characterize the memory coherence. The labels in the legend indicate the |atom photon〉 state analysed. Simulation
parameters: trap waist 2.05µm, trap depth 2.32 mK, atom temperature 50µK, bias field By = 75.5 mG, and field fluctuations
∆By = 0.5 mG Gaussian distributed. With these parameters, we observe de- and rephasing of the atomic state due to the
longitudinal polarization components at the trap frequency of 70 kHz and a larmor precession at a frequency of 105 kHz.
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FIG. 8. Experimental sequence of the atom-atom entanglement generation. In both nodes a single atom is trapped
and cooled using polarization gradient cooling. Next, the entanglement generation tries start containing state preparation and
synchronous excitation of the atoms. The atoms are re-cooled after 40 unsuccessful entanglement generation tries. The travel
time of the photons to the middle station equals 14 to 84 µs, depending on the fibre length. With regard to the assumption
that the heralding signal is communicated back to the nodes along fibres of respective lengths, an additional delay is included
to account for the communication time from the middle station back to the nodes. After a 200 ms interval of entanglement
generation tries the presence of the atoms in the traps is checked using fluorescence collection with an APD (see text). The
QFC takes place subsequent to the atomic excitation.
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Entanglement swapping fidelity706

The single photons are detected with a Bell-state mea-707

surement device consisting of a fibre beamsplitter (BS),708

two polarizing beamsplitters (PBS) (Wollaston Prisms),709

and four superconducting nanowire single photon detec-710

tors (SNSPD), as illustrated in Fig. 1 of the main text. In711

this setup, the fibre BS guarantees a unitary spatial over-712

lap of the photons originating from the nodes, while the713

PBSs and single photon detectors allow for polarization714

analysis in both output ports. The detectors, labelled715

H1, V1, H2, and V2, are not photon number resolving,716

and hence coincidences events in six detector pairs can717

be registered, see Tab. II. For the purpose of a Bell-state718

measurement, we can categorize these combinations into719

three groups: D+, D−, and D∅. Here, detector combi-720

nations in group D+ and D− herald the Bell states |Ψ+〉721

and |Ψ−〉, respectively, while combinations in group D∅722

should not occur for perfectly interfering photons and are723
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discarded in the analysis. However, the relative occur-724

rence of these events is used in the following to quantify725

the two-photon interference contrast.726

For not interfering photons, two-photon events are727

evenly distributed between the 16 possible detector com-728

binations (not considering experimental imperfections).729

Since the order of the detector combination is not of in-730

terest, e.g., (V1,H1) is similar to (H1,V1), we end up with731

10 distinct coincidences and their probabilities, as listed732

in Tab. II. For perfectly interfering photons the prob-733

abilities differ: the probability to detect the D∅ group734

vanishes and all four Bell states are detected with a prob-735

ability of 1/4, whereby the |Φ±〉 Bell states fall into the736

group ’not detected’ for the employed setup.737

The two-photon interference contrast is defined as6738

C = 1− 2ND∅

ND+
+ND

−

, (2)

where Nk is the number of events in detection group k.739

With this definition and the probabilities of the differ-740

ent coincidences, the contrast equals zero for not inter-741

fering photons and one for perfectly interfering photons.742

See Ref.38 for a thorough analysis of the two-photon in-743

terference contrast and entanglement swapping fidelity,744

including experimental imperfections.745

The interference contrast is measured as follows. Dur-746

ing measurement runs all single-photon detection events747

are recorded, which allows to count the number of occur-748

rences of the coincidence events for all three detection749

groups. Next, the the interference contrast is evaluated750

using equation (2). To verify this method, we addition-751

ally evaluate the contrast of not interfering photons. This752

is done by analysing coincidence detections of two pho-753

tons originating from distinct entanglement generation754

tries. In this way, the photons did not interfere since755

the photon wave-packages are completely separated in756

time. Fig. 2b of the main text shows exactly this for757

the L = 6 km measurement. Shown are the normal-758

ized wrong coincidences, defined as 1 − C, for varying759

time differences between the photons (∆τ). Note that760

the horizontal spacing of the measurement times equals761

the repetition rate of the entanglement generation tries.762

The entanglement swapping fidelity is mainly limited763

by two effects. First, by experimental imperfections that764

reduce the indistinguishability of the two photons, e.g.,765

as discussed in the main text, by a not perfect time over-766

lap of the two photon wave-packets. Second, by double767

excitations due to the finite duration of the excitation768

pulse. For a detailed description see Ref.39.769
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TABLE II. Possible two-photon coincidences. The probabilities of the events are given for not interfering photons and for
perfectly interfering photons.

770

771

detection coincidence no interference perfect interference

not detected772

H1,H1 1/16 1/8

H2,H2 1/16 1/8

V1,V1 1/16 1/8

V2,V2 1/16 1/8

D∅ → discarded773

H1,H2 1/8 0

V1,V2 1/8 0

D+ → |Ψ+〉774

H1,V1 1/8 1/8

H2,V2 1/8 1/8

D− → |Ψ−〉775

H1,V2 1/8 1/8

V1,H2 1/8 1/8

776


